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These are amongst the themes and questions the conference 

will address:

•   How are landscapes lived on, in and through?

•   How are landscape and environment revealed, imagined, 

experienced, contested, animated and represented by, in and 

through performance?

•   How can performance inform, extend and enhance 

engagement with – and the interpretation and appreciation 

of – landscape and environment?

•   How can performance illuminate, explicate and problematise 

the multiplicity of attachments, meanings and emotions that 

resonate within and from landscapes – visual, aural 

    and tactile?

•   What strategies and forms of performance exposition does 

working with landscape– as medium and scene of expression 

– inspire and necessitate? 

•   What is the life of landscape and environment and how 

    is it performed?

Landscape and performance, performance 
in landscape, performance about landscape, 
performance as landscape, landscape as 

performance…

Site-specific events, walking projects, land 
art, environmental activism, traditional 
customs, mediated visits, guided tours, leisure 

activities…

Phenomenology, performativity, non-
representational theory, mobility, dwelling, 
embodiment, dynamism, affect…

Landscape and environment are currently of compelling cultural 

significance: as fields of scholarly research, sites of artistic 

endeavour and arenas of public concern. As both imaginative 

representations and material realities, they are the site of 

negotiation for the expression of complex ideas and feelings 

– about beauty, belonging, access to resources, relations with 

nature, the past and the future, making sense of the world and 

people’s place in it. 

Performance is increasingly regarded not only as a creative 

practice and mode of representation but also as a vital means of 

embodied enquiry and as analytical trope.

Landscape as a concept includes a range of places: urban, 

rural and industrial, spectacular and overlooked, everyday and 

enchanting, remembered and contested, embodied, looked at, 

moved through, worked on, lived in…

Performance offers approaches to encountering and 

experiencing such places, to examining and understanding 

them, to characterising them, to re-imagining them…

A field opens in which scholarly and artistic practices inform 

each other, and new critical perspectives on, sensitivities to, 

and involvements with landscape and environment emerge: 

movement, visitation, engagement, immersion, dwelling, 

struggle become means to appreciate and exemplify the nature 

of places.

This four-day trans-disciplinary conference attends to the 

manifold and diverse relationships – actual and potential – 

between landscape, environment and performance; it draws 

together artists, practitioners and academics from such fields 

as geography, archaeology, anthropology, performance, music 

and dance studies, media studies, museology, cultural and 

environmental policy, folklore studies, art history.


